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Call for Papers
We are always soliciting contributions for future issues of this journal. Contributions are accepted from all undergraduate students who have worked on a project beyond the classroom in any mathematical area (e.g., pure, applied, actuarial, and education). Appropriate papers from other departments and other institutions are welcome. Often the articles are written by undergraduates individually, working in teams, or working with faculty. On occasion we also include articles written solely by faculty as long as they are accessible to undergraduates.

If you have recently completed a thesis, worked on an interesting mathematical project, or would like to share your internship experience, please consider writing an article for this journal.

To submit an article, please forward your material in electronic form (Microsoft Word or LaTeX) to any member of the editorial board. Articles should be about 10 pages in length and thesis abstracts should be limited to 2 pages. Review and selection of articles is handled by the editorial committee. Editorial changes of accepted articles are communicated through students’ advisors.

More information, including links to all previous issues, are available online at http://www.bsu.edu/libraries/beneficencepress/mathexchange.